tanker plane boosts range of superfortress by 1,000 miles

flashes of life

six tiny strutters set new style show trends as they model latest in dodies

chicago—(er) a new type of fashion parade is being staged up on division street at the mercantile building. and later in the day on state street at the stegner and baker store. the idea is to have groups of little models, usually children, wear various types of clothing for the benefit of assorted charitable organizations.

the parade today consisted of 60 girls, 24 boys, and 28 men. the idea is to have them in groups of 12, or varying numbers, and the costumes will be designed by various well-known dress designers and manufacturers. the idea is to have them wear clothing that is suitable for the season, and that is being offered at the stores.

in addition to the fashion parade, there will be various activities, including a fashion show, a beauty pageant, and a sale of the clothing.

the purpose of the parade is to raise money for various charitable organizations, including the salvation army, the american red cross, and the national cancer society.

the parade is expected to attract a large crowd of spectators, and the media will be present to cover the event. the parade is expected to last for several hours, and there will be a band to provide music.

kiddies—romps

washington—chicago—(er) the atomic energy commission has decided to change the name of its headquarters building from the "cartoon building" to the "giant refrigerator.

the change was made because the building had been rented by the cartoon building corporation, which had used it as an exhibit hall. the corporation had been forced to vacate the building because of a fire hazard, and the aec had decided to use the building for its own purposes.

the new name will be in effect immediately, and the building will be used for various purposes, including as a showroom for new products, and as a meeting place for the aec.

also today, the aec announced that it would be increasing its research efforts in the field of nuclear fusion.

the increase in research is expected to lead to a new source of energy, and could potentially lead to the development of a new form of propulsion for spacecraft.

tanker plane boosts range of superfortress by 1,000 miles

washington—(er) the defense department announced today that the strategic air command is increasing the combat radius of the b-50 superfortress by 1,000 miles.

tanker planes are being added to the superfortress, which will increase their range by 2,000 miles. the addition of tanker planes will allow the superfortresses to reach their target, and return home.

the superfortresses are used for strategic bombing, and are capable of carrying 20,000 pounds of ordnance.

the increased range of the superfortresses will allow the command to increase the number of targets that can be reached, and to increase the number of missions that can be carried out.

in addition, the increased range will allow the command to more effectively counteract the effects of the soviet union's new missile threat.

the increased range of the superfortresses is expected to lead to a more flexible and effective command, and to a more effective defense of the united states.

the increased range will also allow the command to more effectively counteract the effects of the soviet union's new missile threat.